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SUPERVISOR 
£ R E P A C 1 
Buying is not a single acts but a multiccnnponent 
act consisting of decisions on the product class., product 
form brand, vanfior, quantity, timing and method of payment 
"Sidividual differences are influenced by the individuals 
view of the inportance of the purchase and his personality 
tsaits, financial status time pressure, social class and 
culture. The marketeer must study the buying stages before 
he plans i nis strategic action. 
This study is being conducted to understand the post-
porchase feelings and wozx3->of-mouth channel towards hi-fi 
systems* This work, is for the partial fulfillment of the 
requirBments for the award of degree of Master of Business 
Administration* by the Deptt« of Business Administration, 
Aligarh i'Juslim University, Aligarh. 
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X N T R O O ^ C T Z O N 
Business i s ferjKtting out an 
opportunity and cashing in on i t , 
X H T R 0 D U C y I O II 
« l£ imiaie be th« £ood of love« th^ pXay on •*•••••••" 
ThoM f aiaoas vords stlXX ring true in ftv«ry persons mind Who 
is a music lover* Taming the pages of history ve can reoall« 
that the advent of music really started when the theory of 
sound travelling in waves was establiiftied* Later it became 
an craving for hearing someone's voice rather than by reading 
about it in soma book* Thus^ research centred around the 
epicentre to produce the voice again through sons media* This 
led to the creation of the Record players and tape recorders. 
Voice started being recorded on discs, plates* tapes etc. our 
grandfathers still treasure their old horo-type record players* 
and we still get a kick winding y up that ancestral equipmnt. 
The first to be brou^t into existence was the record 
players* the sound being recorded on grooves on magnetic material» 
The master disc in which soixnd was recorded was n«de of magnetic 
material which was there superinposed on a disc made of 
synthetic material * A pick-«ap needle running in these grooves 
picked up vibrations y&xidtx were translated into audible sound. 
The same principle was applied on magnetic tapes/ made 
of synthetic material but with one side coard with magnetic 
material. In its record/read mechanism* there is a core with 
windings* usually referred to as the *head*. Voltages were 
induced in it according to the sound wavesi and these %fere 
transferziad on to the taps Wh«n it came in ccmtaet with tha 
haad* Zn raprodxteisg the sound* the severse procedure vas 
followed* 
Next* on the ecene was the 'stereo* because o£ a 
demftnd for the repzx>duction of sound with all original changes 
in tone, fre<|UMney# piteh# etc* Two or more Merophenes were 
setMxp in f r<»t of the sound source to be recorded in the best 
acoustic position* The sound pidked up by each microphone was 
then recorded on two seperate magnetic tracks on a single tape. 
Both the tracks for stereo started and ended toother. 
Zn the year 1957, stereo was introduced to the phonograms 
in record players. The system was the westrex system of disc 
recording* The tjieory behind this system is that two seperate 
stereo cdiannels %iere recorded on the two side wall of single 
grooves, ndiic^  was V*shaped* 
To meet the demand for more sensitive equipment, the 
Hi^^idetity system came into existence* The disadvantages 
of mono-phonic sound, was that it was tk flat, and was mono-
tonous to the ears whic^ bored the listener in no time* Stereo-
phonic reproduction overcams this disadvantage* 
During this period, there was a spurt in demand for 
any music producing equipment, Casette decks, spool tape 
o 
o 
rocoxrders flooded the xnax^t. But these were very bulky* 
costly* and needed skilled seirvielng* Even the record discs 
were being sold at h i ^ prices in the market* Casettes had 
this advantage of being very compact c^eap-relatively speaking 
and it was very easy to handle* And with break throu^s in 
circuit technology* many it^roved versions of casette dee^s 
were being produced* 
Now* it is sudh that seperaticm is desired and thus 
oasette-decks* with anplif iers and turntables (record players) 
and mattthed speakers are available with sophisticated i.e* 
technology/ with different equalising cirucuits* bass and treble 
controls and designed for sheer music pleasure* You can bet 
Beethoven's orchestra or an classical instrumental anrm sounds 
better nowaday* s then during the past* 
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THB HI - FI SCENE 
"itie boss added % nic« touch* Ihe 
con^ puter that replaced tm was 
programmed to sing *For ^ *s a 
Jolly Good Fallow* " 
0 
lioir the l3uy«r of KJUVi «qaipRaat« thm mazket of £«rs a 
bewildering choice* And each manuf«icturer« natural!?* tallcs 
flouringXy of h i s own products. The following infomation has 
be«ai obtained fcom an electxx>nics engineer and an audiophile* 
to study the ns^ jdket and s i f t claim fxon counter claim* Zn th is 
chapter we discuss the best boys in caset te decks^ Amplifiers, 
speakers and turntable's* 
The term high f ide l i ty (h i - f i ) means, l i t e r a l l y , true 
to the original source* But a p last ic 'stereo* Just iaat't true 
to the original* There's no iaqpact to the sound; the instruments 
don't ring true* Zt i s not hi0t f ide l i ty* Fxxm the point of 
view of the buyer who wants good sound, a stereo system which 
consists of coBponants or separates i s what i s what i s required* 
TO understand components one need be concerned only 
with three c lasses of equipm^t, source, an^lif ier and 
reproducer* Xn the cl^im that ands with music in your l i s tening 
room, the source i s the f i r s t link* fhe three major sources to 
consider are record players, tape decks, and toners* None of the 
companies that manufacture audio equipment in India make re&l 
tuners or spool tape deOks and so we shal l only look at cassette 
decks and turntables* 
G 
fiKiSSIETB DBCKS t 
A cassette deck* thou^ it does not o££er the qoelity 
<^ « top of the line turntable* is easily a more convenient to 
operate source than a turntable* Cassettee decks have ccRns a 
long vBj since the original HilLIPS design i^ich boasted a 
resp<m8e all the way upto 8 KHs* Many present day models not 
only extend the response another octave but o££er audi features 
as full logic controlst eye catching displays and other 
facilities that were cmce reserved for very eacpensive open-reel 
machines« In addition* the sound quality of cassettee decks 
has improved considerably owing to advances in the fields of 
head technology and nia<]pEietlc tape* ^ tal tape* in particular* 
has proved far superior to conventional oxide* formulations* 
especially at the hi^er frequencies* 
COSMIK: has Juist introduced India's first metal cassette 
deck with all fimcti^is handled by a feather-toudh logic control 
system* The Model iu.8 has many other interesting features 113ce 
fine bias control for the serious audio buff* and a 14-dot 
fluorescent peak level indicator* The overall sound quality is 
very good with dearly defined hi^s* The only flaw* if one can 
call it that* is the noisy operation of the motor during fast 
forward and rewinding operations* COSMIC has three other models 
in the market* CO 703D, CO-8500 D and axc-39 D. The first two 
m.xm fxoat*l<MLding raoattis and as« ratdioere* Th« AkaiXCottpie 
GKC*39D is top loading and th« bast of the throa# the only 
£ront»Ioading machine* fhe R/P head is of the pexiaalloy type 
which is far superior to a ferrite head but does not last 
as long. The LID type peak readijag raters give an attractiTa 
indication of the level and the SoUty amitch acts as a noise 
reduction filter increasing the S/S Itatio by 10 db above 5 
KHx. fhe specifications are pretty good with a low now and 
flutter figure and the sound quality naakes this loachine definitely 
worth the price* 
SONOOiTNE'S SCD 2001 is modestly priced anA» as a result^ does 
not xoffer too many fea ures ^stead <^ the Dolby systeia* a noise 
filter has been incorporated and the only useful featiire is 
an output level control to regulate the signal input into the 
airplif ier tape input* Sound quality is tolerable even thou^ 
the hi<^8 axe lacking to a certain extent* 
During the last couple of months* SQLZDAXRE HAS LAimCKED 
a massive advertising oaiapaign to proraote the sales of their 
TVs and audio system. Though their TVs are regarded as fairly 
good quality* I would not say the smsm for their sound systems* 
SGLmKum^s DS 601 is a froat loading cassette deck with a 
permalloy K/P head. Many IJEBs of different colours have been 
used to denote tape selector switching positions and the level 
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rmtmrm ar« iniltieoloured* glying th« front panel qolta a fXa^y 
•fpaaranoe v^ea th« daek is In operation* fhe Aound quality ia# 
un£o£t\inately^ not upto nudh aild thou^ t^o decDc is very 
zeasonably pricsed. X would not recommend this mdiine for the 
serious audiophile* Onm oddity is that an extra tape selector 
switch, which X presume is for bias switching has been mounted 
On the rear panel« almost as if it were an afterthought. 
Eastern Electronics whidi markets its products m^ier ttm 
ii(mm brand name have a front«>loading machine in the raarkett the 
NCD 500 Cassette deOk* 'Riis is a very attractive machine as 
it has a black anodised aliuninium front panel and the specifics* 
ticms are reasonably good* The sound quality*. thou<^ not 
excellent^ is passable and for the price# worth considering* 
Like all previous NCM^ OB products it is a reliable machine* 
^ late« SOHY products from Japan are being assenbled 
and sold in India and the 6(mt 7CK«>335 Cassette deck is 
currently available in the market* This is an attractive 
front loading macaiine with a Ferrite-amd-l?errite head* Dolby noise 
reduction and tiie unusual feature of add<*on recording. The 
specifications are very good compared to the other machines 
available in the market* and the sound quality scores over most 
of the other dtecks* Thou5f» the price is a bit stiffs this is 
a good machine to invest in* 
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There ar« a couple o£ other decks available in the 
mazlcet but it was difficult to get hold of information on them 
and listen to their performance as they aro not available at 
most dealexrs* NEX^ CO AOK 2001« BSVQX 220 D and a cassette 
deck trom l^LTEK oA Delhi ara scHoe of these. There are also 
many other machines which have built in anplif iers ( and 
soiGetii»s speakers) but since we are discussing separates 
I will not elaboi^te on them* BUSH India which introduced one 
of India's first front->loading models# the MTT 7000« have 
discontinued mantifacturing it but if old stocks are available # 
this unit is still a good buy* 
When choosing a tape deck you will have to decided what 
operating features and conveniences you vmnt, and ^ ich ones 
you can do without* The more you are willing to spend# the 
more knobs« butt<»is and switches you can expects key specifica-
tions to check before buying a raac^ine are S/B Ratio« wow and 
flutter and frequency response* A sA^ Ratio of 5S db or more 
and wow and flutter less than 0*1% WRMS are good and the wider 
the frequency response« the better the overall sound quality* 
As the audio industxy in India has been picking up 
momentum very fast I would not be surprised if many more 
scyiphisticated machines appear on the market soon* I am looking 
forward to the day v^ hen two speed machines equii^ ped with metal 
facilities and a sophisticated drive system with other £ea*ares 
i .J 
like Dolby C, separate record and play heads# Invade the 
market* 
A^SLIgIER8 t 
In simple texnis* the an^llfler Is the ccmnecting link 
between the * source* and the 'reproducer* It listen to the 
source and multiples what It hears to a level strong enough 
for a reproducer to convert Into sound* A ^ood ais^ llfier must 
do Its Jc^ without altering signals from the source In any way 
but In degree«r l«e« anqpllfy the sound without any distortion* 
A study o£ the market shows a wide variety of models 
available to the buyer* Chily a few o£ them are reviewed here« 
but the table gives a coirpariscm of most available brai^b* 
COSMIC* one of the pioneers of the audio industry in 
India* have over half a dozen models of acnplif iers* Despite 
their popularity* tlte company has not nade any effort to 
improve on these models save for the fact that their nmmr 
models look better finished* !Zhe LAB Series amplifiers all 
have the facility to connect two tape machines* but it is 
strange why a tape dubbing facility has not been offered* whicdi 
should be a fairly simple modification* SC^O DYME £L£CTRC»iICS 
from Calcutta have a inuch more progressive outlook* The SC 
6000 and the SC 3070 are two new models of amplifiers intro-
durecd by them the former has a fairly hic^ j^ ower rating and 
1± 
a lot of interesting facilities like tape dubbing« USD meten 
and microphone mixing v^ile t^ ie latter is a sleeky attractive* 
low powered amplifier. 
ENBEE, of Delhi* turn out unusual amplifiers and were 
the first Indian ccmipany to intsaiddce a quadraphonic amplifier 
(ENBEE 100) into the market. They have now introduced a new 
model* E17BEE 200« with electronic touch sensitive switching and 
many other interesting features* All their amplifiers have 
a black front fascia with w}:iite lettering and these amplifiers* 
thou^i not very ciieap* are worth investigating, 
EHI/iiMV which used to manufacture radio sets and 
inexpensive record players* have recently entered the hi-fi 
field with their EMISONIC range of equlpnent. The EMISONIC 
Stereo 5050* an amplif J^ er with a built in 5 band equaliser* is 
definitely a good buy and the only machine of its type available. 
"RIB an^lif ier delivers a clean 25 W into a 4 Ohm load with 
channels driven and 4 LSD's per channel give an indication of 
the power output. The Soiind Effect Equaliser* whidi replaces 
conventional tone controls* has 5 distinct frequency ranges 
affording boost or cut of 12 db and is sufficient to compensate 
for room acoustics. EASTERN ELECTRONICS, the NORGE people^: 
also one of the f±±m pioneers of audio in this coxintry have 
a range of amplifiers available; four models ranging from the 
NORCffi 2025 Professional to the NORGE 222. 
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Recen-tly« a couple of relatively young cocupanles have 
introduced an^llfiers that aire as attractive as their foreign 
counterparts and with excellent specifications* NOVAELECTOONICS 
have two models; the AX 5 and the AX 7« Both are indentical in 
appearance and size and the features available but the latter 
has a hi^er power output* Very attractive, with a black matte 
finish, they have a number of front panel controls and facilities 
including filters, nuting, and tape dotting* A 41 step detented 
control for volxirae of the type used in many Japanese aiqplif iers, 
is also incorporated* 
JETKING ELECTRONICS who market araplif ier and transistor 
radio kits, have introduced two araplif ier speaker cc^ rbinations 
tinder the brand name TRAC* Ihe TRAC TA 6060 Slimline model is 
an elegant anplifier with excellent performance, definitely 
a good buy* Soon to be intruduced by R & S ELECTRONK:s, under 
the brand name PULZ, is the 200 H, an excellent ainplif ier with 
attractive black matte finish tidiiidi should appeal to the 
true audiophile* The NOVA models as well as the PULZ 200 H are 
not equipped with a ceramic phono input and should only be used 
with a h i ^ quality moving magnet cartridge or a moving coil car-
tridge with a prevan^lifier* 
The SONY TA 212A amplifier, which is being assenfeled 
and marketed in this country, is not one of the better models 
developed by the Japanese multinational* It has tiie basic 
features available on most amplifier front panels, the only 
addition being a pair of large W power meters, ^  is also 
o 
extremely highly priced* S<:EiZDAIRE*S D series Includes two 
arrpll£ler models end two pairs o£ speakers* The AS 800 D has 
plenty o£ tone modifying switches lUce loudness« presence and 
filters but no dubbing facility^ despite having tM> tape Inputs. 
Mother strange featxire with both the models Is that Headphone 
]|ac)c Insertion airltches off the main speakers* BEVOX aropllf lers^ 
manvifactured by Bajaj Electronics have three anpllf lers« Including 
the new Beolab 160A, The Beolab 160A features an LED power level 
Indicator. 
ARFHZ, the loudspeaker pe#ple« have recently Introduced 
an aitpllf ler« the PLASMATIC 7000 Deluxe, ^ Ich Is equipped w l ^ 
the PLASMATIC fluorescent display to indicate power levels* 
Another unusual feature Is the Varix}Ower switch n^ich limits 
the power fet to the speakers to 35 W* 
APCO stereo Systenvs* marketed by Stereo Sounds Corp«« 
have a large niiniber of aroplif ier/speaker carriblnatiCMns available. 
Unfortunately, data on these was not available as the manufa-
cturers were too busy developing a new product and probably 
decided that they do not need this coverage. "4: doesn't speak 
too highly of a company that advertises home service and 
maintenance* 
A detailed reviews of rrsost of the anqplif iers available 
is given in the tables. Choosing an amplifier is simply a 
matter of looking at the varioxis <^ ptions# comparing them, and 
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determining \4hlch one best suits your needs* You will need 
to evaluate two parameters f performance and features performance 
can be Judged by examining an amplifier's specifications, 
features by siinply looking at its front panel • This information 
has been condensed into the table ^ ich also lists the prices* 
often an important criterion• 
TimNTABLES : 
A good turntable equipped with a magniMdc cartridge is 
definitely preferable to a cassette deck as a source because 
of the limitations of a recording made cm iwagnetic tape* ^ owever* 
because of their convenience* cassette decks are fast replacing 
turntables as the main source* 
It is only recently that turntables of good quality 
oonparable to those abroad have become available in JadiMm 
These have been manvifactiured using mainly Japanese technology 
and coRipooaents* 
PHILIPS whidi brouc^t out the QA 242 turntable some 
years ago has just introduced their new model, P 7213 in the 
market. The GA 242 itself is a fairly good machine for the 
price and if fitted with a cartridge like the Shure M 70 BJ, 
a reasonably good source for a modest stereo system. This 
turntable is equipped with a speed control system which is advertis 
as an electrcmic brain* and is manually operated* The new 
P 7213 Direct control turntable is beltdriven, but is equipped 
lo 
with an electromechanical speed control systen %iihidi contantXy 
monitors platter speed and instantly coeopensatas Cor any 
variations in line voltage, frequency# pressure cai the platter, 
temperature and belt slippage. Ihe x>erforn)ance of this turntable 
is good, even with the GP 401 Super M Mark III cartridge whldi 
comes along with it« A glance at the table shows iimnediately 
that the specifications are better than those of other turntables 
and even thou^ it is priced hi^er, it is a very good buy for 
those yiAio are looking for quality, ISie only features «hic^ are 
missing are a pitch control and a stroboscope« 
EMI has three turntables in the market; the Emisonic 
'^^ odel 8176, the Emisonic Model 8177 and the Emisonic Supertrack 
III. ©le Emisonic Model 8176, introduced fairly recently, is a 
direct dtive tvimtable. It has a heavy diecast platter %ri:iich 
reduces wow and flutter considerably and also has pirecisicm 
stroboscopic calibration on the periphery* The *S* shaped 
tone«<-arm tracks records fairly accurately and can accommodate 
most standard catrtridges. Other features like pitch control, 
anti-skating etc are useful and c<mtribttte to making this 
a good turntable, Ti\m Supertrack III is a manually operated 
beltdrlven turntable with an illuminated strctiooscope and pitch 
control* The technical specification are reasonably good as 
can be seen from the table. Model 8177 is a fully automatic 
K) 
prograinnable turntable and can play upto six records one after 
another* This is a useful feature for someone ^ o does not 
want to go throu^ the sKJtions of changiJig records after every 
side but this sort of player does not really fall into the hii 
fi category* 
The COSMIC CO Oram 4000 DD Mk II is a direct drive 
turntable with a digital speed read-out facility and other 
features like stroboscope and variable pitch control* The 
prctolem of acoustic feedback^ owing to the fact that the base 
does not effectively isolate the turntable and tone«i»arm assem-
blies, does tend to roar its performance, especially at the lower 
f jpequencies* iShe COSMIC belt driven CO Gram 2000 BD toimtable 
has poor wow and flutter and rtinible figures the latter probably 
due to the fact that the synchronous motor has only four poles 
and as a result rotates at a faster speed and increases ruirble* 
The SONODYNE RP 3000 D is the bluest priced direct 
drive turntable available and has all the necessary features 
to make it a sophisticated model* The wow and flutter figures 
are good and though runble was not specified, the turntable is 
definitely a good buy* 
When choosing a turntable, the intportant ^ ing is to 
cAieck ifihether it has all the convenience features you want 
and the operation feels right* Fr<Mn the technical aspect^ wow 
and f l u t t e r and ranft>l« figures are very in^ortant and« for one 
\^o has the money. I would reconniend a manual direct drive 
turntable with good i so lat ion and variable pi tdi control. I 
have not mentioned many other models available in the marlcet 
l ike the nriLIPS GA 632* because these do not real ly f a l l in 
to the h i - f i category. 
SPEAK8RS SY8TBMS t 
Ihe loudspeaker* *rtiich i s the most inrportamt audio 
component * determirws almost ccMapletely y/Ha&t a h i - f i system 
wi l l sotrnd l i k e . I t rai^t seem nqMOC surprising that so far, 
almost no c r i t i c a l evaluaticm has been made of the various 
loudspeaker systems for s a l e . When i t cc»nss to determining 
which one of several speakers to buy4p one cannot siinply c<Hiqpare 
ttieir specifications* because the lack of a unifona standard 
of measurement makes a meaningful ccxoparison of these 
specif ications impossible, ^ e performance of a loudspeaker 
i s influenced by the rocnn* as by any other factor, including 
i t s basic design. 
^rje*s only aid in cdioosing a pair of loudspeakers i s 
one*8 own ears . Other factors are in^x>rtant in narrowing one's 
choice down to a few different models, the price factor wi l l 
probably decide ^ a t you can afford. The power handling capacity 
wil l t e l l you whidh speakers can safely handle your an^l i f ier 's 
l6 
power output and the inqpedance xmy be iiaportant in case you 
want to use several speakers in different rooms* This la 
so because \tfhen speakers are connected in parallel, the Impe-
dance at the amplifier's output terminals goes down* Should 
it drop below 4 ohmsy it is likely to blow a fuse* Having 
narrowed down the choice, listen to the speakers using the 
source and the amplifier you have in mind. ^I^ally, you should 
listen to the speakers in your own living room, but at most 
times, that is a bit difficult to accomplish, 
COSMIC, one of the pioneers of the audio industry in 
India, have a dozen different speaker models* 
Eastern Electronics, the NORGE people also have a nximber 
of models, all o£ the infinite baffle sealed type* 
ARPHI, the loudspeaker people, have a range of models, 
i^ich probably out sell most o£ the speakers available The 
ARFHI Super Chal-lengers are still considered the best buy 
and along with the ARFHI OrpSieus and the ARPHi Aquarius, form 
an an in^ressive range of h i ^ power capacity speakers* 
ENBEE of Delhi, turn cnit speaker systems which are on 
the expensive side* Their ES 503 A II is prxjbably the only 
time-delay compensated speaker system manufactured in the 
country* This also has the facility of variable cross-over 
frequency and slope for the woofer* 
•Hie accompanying table gives a detailed review of most 
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of the speaker systena available in the market* 
An -Vidian n^o has made a name £or himself in the audio 
field is Dr« Amar Bose^ t«iho is well known for his revolutionary 
speaker design* The BOSE 901 series incorporate 9 indentical full 
range drivers, vhidti are arranged so that a proper balance of 
direct and reflected sound reaches m the listener irrespective 
of his or her position in the ro<»a» ^ e idea behind this is to 
simulate a live performance so that one is surrounded by sound. 
Another Indian prominent in the f dleld^  but not as well known* is 
% • fannanik who works with BANG & Olufsen i^ich is also well 
known for its single and revolutionary concepts* It is significant 
that both these ^ndian experts work overseas • If the aiidio 
industry in India is to turn out high quality euipswnt in the 
near future^ ^ innovative peo|ble like these two are sorely 
needed here* 
(^ 
R E S E A R C H D E S I Q H 
• «.-tMM»MM»MI *>»«i iwrn 
" The Customer is no lonc^r a 
moron*••««•• she coald be your 
wife*" 
id A. 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STODY 
Th« main purpose of th i s study i s to determine 
the post-purchase feelings of the respondents.After purchase 
of a h i - f i system* i t i s was decided to know their level of 
sat isfact ion or dissat is fact ion with respect to certain factors 
towards the audio system which they own. 
The considers might also want to go in for re-purchase 
of another syatsra. In this case, we v/aiited to detc;rmine« 
v/hich brand they would prefer* and i f a lso , they would recommend 
to their friends or re la t ives , thax which brand of h i - f i 
system would they prefer to reconnead. 
Also to be determined was the ccMBplaints which were 
sotand about the different audio systems which the respondents 
owiied, Along with this I also wanted to determine as to what 
factors CO the c:onsu«iers consider before going in for the 
pruchase cf the ir h i - f i systems. 
^his study i s being conducted to analyse the 
consuniers brand choice and their post purchase feelings 
along wiUi the word-ol-ioouth channel towards h i - f i systems. 
Tha^ iiiionrt^tu.on would be of use to the marketeer to plan 
his future strategies and activate his prcHiiitional campaign. 
'^2 
RSSEAJtCH^ ^  WBTHpPQbOGY 
Research i s one of the i o ^ r t a n t too l s Which an 
investigator MSBB to find out facts* Through research^ an 
investigator altffqpts to arive at precise answers to questions* 
in area's relat ing to hOnan behaviour the variables are more 
d i - f i c i i l t to identi fy and s t i l l more d i f f i c u l t to qu««tify 
theiRf as i s possible in the case of physical and biological 
e:)qperiinents« Research i s used to reduce the area of txncertainity 
in which Judg^nent and experience must operate to the point 
«here one of the several alternatives can be chooscn with 
confidence. 
Research design i s the specification of procedures for 
col lect ing and analysing the data necesse.ry to help solve the 
problem at hand, such that the difference between the cost of 
obtaijiinc; ve.riov.B leve l s of accuracy and the expected value 
o£ the information associated with each leve l of accuracy i s 
maximised* 
Firs t ly , the problem i s got to be defined which has 
already been done in the previous chapter. And the value of 
the information to the marketer would have to be calculated 
within the company, as the importance differs from manufacturer 
to manufacturer* 
Secondly, the data col lect ion methods i s by means of a 
survey research* I t i s simple deduction that experimentation 
9 ^ C O 
and secondary data oannot be used In th is case* The measureBKuat 
technique was by means o£ a detai led questionnaire* and the 
attitude scales which are used* are discussed in the next 
chapter, 
Ihirdiy* a sample survey &9» re<:aaires a sample 
to be selected which was done by means of convenient sampling 
and also by means of random sampling* The analysis was done 
by appropriate techniques needed to analyse the particiilar 
attitude scales and weightage to certain 9 factors in the 
pre«puiX7hase att i tude was assigned by using the mean weights 
approach maximum attention has been giv&x to minimise the 
arcore associated with the research d e s i ^ process. 
The l a s t atep« in the research design process i s 
to specify the time and financial cost , which would largely 
depend on tne compaz^ y and d i i t e r s variably frcMSt company to 
coHjpany. 
£££££££££££^J££^£ 
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QUESTIOMNAIRE DESIGN 
A questionnaire Is slnply a j^ ormallzed set o£ 
questions for eliciting inforroation* As such« its function 
is measureinent and it represents the most co:rmon form of 
measurenent in marketing research* 
Errors influenced by the questionnaire w s kept at 
a minimam. Surrogate information error was kept at the 
minimum level possible, but this error cannot be neglected 
as there were a few open-ended questions. Response rate 
was almost 100% for the households that owned a hi-fi 
system, althwigh totally 2 cases were cited wer^ 
information was not divulged, ^ teasurement error was kept 
at a close minimum. The questionnaire itself has been 
discussed belowi 
The questionnaire was visibly divided in three 
parts, viz; about the cassette machine or amplifier system, 
about the turntable or record player system and the profile 
of the respondent* 
Q. 1 aims to determine the band of the hi-fi system which 
is owned by the resx>ondent» This was an open-ended 
question. Also it aimed in finding out the speaker 
system which is owned by the respondent. 
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Q, 2 determines the factors whiJbh the respondent 
considered inportant before purchasing an cassettes 
machine or ainplifier system. The factors were listed 
and the respondent had to rank them in order of 
preference, 
Q» 3 was designed to determine the extect of his post-
purchase feelings on a 5 point scale with respect to 
certain factors of the anplifier system which the 
respondent owned, 
Q, 4 detexnmines the word-of-mouth channel towards certain 
brands of tlie hi-fi systems. This was an open-ended 
question, 
Q, • determines the word-of-mouth channel towards speaker 
systems. This elicited information as to which brand 
drew a favourable appeal anting the respondents. This 
was also an open ended question, 
Q, 6, aims to determine the brand of tlie turntable/record 
player system which the respondent oi^ ns, 
Q, 7 determines the factors vftiidi the respondent considered 
iirrportant before purcliasing an turntable system. 
Technical words for the factors was avoided. This 
was similar to that of question 2, 
Q, 8 was designed to determine the level of satisfaction 
9 .' 
or dissatisfaction of the respondent towards the 
turntable system which It he owned on a 5-point scale, 
Q, 9 aims at finding out the favourable word^ -of-moutlri 
channel towards turntable/record layer systems, 
Q,10 deteirmines the income of the respondent, 
Q.ll determines the occupation of the respondent. 
Q,I2 determines the n rtoer of persons who use the hi-fi 
system is the household, A 1 the above three questions 
were close ended multiple cJioice questions. Because 
the respondent mic|ht feel erttoarraseed at answering 
the T^ ersonal profile questions first and become 
suspicious of the investigator, thus these questions 
v/ere as ed at the end of the questionnaire. 
************* 
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Suxrvey research is the aystematic gathering of 
infoxnation froiB respondents for the purpose of xinderstanding 
or predicting some aspects of the behaviour of the papulation 
of intetestii* as the tern is typically used. The information 
in this case h s been gathered with the help of a questionnaire 
which was administered by myself and another associate. 
Sampling method has been used to conduct the survey and 
the dc ta gathered has be&i analysed and been pres^ited later 
in the analysis, 
THE SAMPMNG PROCESS t 
The various steps in the sampling pzocess have be«n 
discussed below t 
gtep 1,^  The, gfit^ itl'^ tion 
l^e population for the survey of h i - f i systera 
consumers has been defdUied a s , " A l l faigoilies res id ing i s the 
c i t y of LuOaiovi who have purchased a h i - f i system i n the 
l a s t f i v e irears". Defined i n tenns o f tlie elements sampling 
u n i t e^ r^ ^ .^t and tlipey t t i s as fo l lows s 
(elwnent) A l l purchases made in 
(sampling uni t ) The c i t y of Lacknow wlio have 
(extent) Purchases h i - f i systems 
(time) in the l a s t f i v e years 
^u 
St&D 2 Saapllno fraroe t 
An authentic sampling frame was not available. 
There were no dates which could furnish an idea about the 
nxamber of hi-fi system purchased in each locality, the 
income, the occupation, the addresses of hi-fi systems 
purchasers was also not available, m the absence of such 
information it was decided to take a sample in such away 
so as to represent major segments of the hi-fi system purchasers. 
s^ep 3 sampling Unit t 
The sampling unit is the basic unit containing the 
elements of the population to be sampled. Ihe sampling ±m unit 
in our casewas selected to be housrfiold which had a hi-fi system. 
step 4 Sampling method t 
fton probability sanpling was used in this study 
convenient sampling of the cities in India was done and 
Lucknow was selected because of convenience. Random sampling 
could not be done due to lack of time, back of resources 
lack of personal transportation facilities, h l ^ cost 
invowed is covering distances and other difficulties. It 
is understood that this sample contains unknown amounts of 
both variable and systematic selection errors. Also, no 
need for projectable totals, estremely low errors and 
2iJ 
and expected cost of errors favoured non-probability 
sampling. 
Single unit selection was used. A systematic 
sartrpla of households was taken frcan each block. The 
population was unsturatif ied* Tliis was because of the 
lack of information of the putxihasers in a particular 
income group or geographic location. 
Equal unit probability selection was used and the 
san^le was obviously of single stage selection design. 
Step 5 Single Size t 
A s4i^le of 200 households is Lucknow was desired. 
Thi4 was arrived at by advise and judgement. 
St^p 6 Sampl^q p\a^ t 
A sanpling plan was dewised to cover up the entire 
colony, which was randomly selected. Starting from an 
intersection, every second house on the right was covered, 
then coining backwaitds do%-m the lane, when it reached a 
lead end. Then do the next street. If no houses on the next 
street, then ship that street and go on to the next one. 
If tiie house which you contact has no hi-fi system then 
go to the adjacent house. Complete the number of questionnaires 
oO 
asslgfned to that city is this manner owing to lesser / 
nvunber of people who owned hi«£i systems^ the pian 
hold not much validity, as nearly every adjacent house-
hold was interviewed. 
Step 7 Selecting the sample; a 
Initially only 118 questionnaires were conpleted, 
A quota sample of raorB 90 households was made to conplete 
the survey, but only 36 questionnaires were cortpleted, due 
to the lack of hi-fi systems in many households. 
This concludes our sampling process. 
3 J. 
DATA ANALYSIS A!?D lOTBRPRETATI^ 
•Marketing i s the t(*>ole business seen from 
the point of view of the f ina l r e s u l t , t h a t 
i s fvom the cus ton«r ' s point of view* Concern 
and respons lb l i ty t o r marketing rnust, there-> 
fore^perneate a l l areas of the e n t e r p r i s e , " 
• Peter Drucker 
3. 
I^A ANALYSIS Jffl) IHTERPRETATION 
The following data waa obtained frtxn the sample survey 
and has been tabulated below £or reason o£ analysis« as 
sho«m below • 
A, CASSETTE DgCKS / AMP1*IFIBRS t 
1. Distribution of respondents according to the brand 
gams o£ the cassette dack/attplifier and speaKers 
ipa.% ^ e y lf\fyf. 
Brand name of cassette deck 
/anpl i f i er and speakezrs 
% of rsspon- % of respon-
denti for dentB for 
Cassette speakers 
Decks/ 
Arplif i ers 
Foreign make 
Philips 
Alcai 
Cosmic 
Sonodyne 
Miscellaneous band names 
47*8 
8*7 
3.7,4 
4 ,3 
13.1 
8 .7 
26,1 
2i«a 
17.4 
4 .3 
21.7 
8 .7 
3'^  u 
It is clearly evident from the tabulated data shown 
above, that £or«ign make cassette decks/aingplif lers dcminate 
the market, having 47«8% of the total sample size* M: seeras 
natural after all that Imported items have more of a scope 
in the Indian inaiket because of their higher technology 
and ketter finish. Also names like Sanyo, Sony, Sansin 
etc carry more wei^t there would Ahuja or HMV etc* But 
in the indegenous manufacturers, the Akai system gets the next 
foothold in the Hi-Pl market, having 17.4% of the total sample. St 
This clearly indicates that Akai systems are going strong 
in Lucknow and Aligarh, Sonodyne comes next with 13.1% of the 
total san^le size, Sonodyne systems have lately started 
beccaning popular because of their offering of the widest range 
c^ models, 8.7% of the total sample size, is being held by 
^ilips and ot er miscellaneoxis bands like Ahuja, speed king, 
HMV Murphy etc. They each hold an equivalent share of the 
market. Philips as m it seeitas, holds a lesser share of 
market because of its price and nay be its lesser choice 
of models. Tho»igh the original Philips from ^ lland, though 
costly, is preferred to other systems. A small share of 4.3% 
of the total sanple is held by cosmic system and they seem 
to be stagnating in the market because of their lesser 
choice of models and not so penetrative as advertising 
compaign. 
For the speaker systems, there again is trend 
to proper forcing make speakers* having 26*1% of the total 
sam le size. This is dominated by bands like Kenwood, 
Bakers, Sony, Waco, etc» This is because of the superior 
performance eachibited by these speaker systems. But this 
is closely matched by the Philips speaker systems, having 
21.896 of the total sanple size Philips Hi-Q International 
is niostly perferred. These speaker systems were find with 
those respondents owning waco, Sanyo, Sony etc Cassette 
decks and also those who owned Philips cassette decks and 
amplifiers. This is closely followed by Sanodyne speaker 
systems with 21.7% total market shaure. This is owed due 
to the massive advertising con^igg tindetaken by thfei 
firm and also the relatively cheaper models offered by 
them, Next on the line, are the Akai speaker systems, 
having 17,4% of the total samitfle size. One point to be 
noted in favour of Akai systena, is that whosoever owned 
Akai cassette decks and amplifiers owned 
Akai speakers. Biis could be due to the fact that the 
Ak4i system dealers did not sell t' elr speakers and cassette 
decks/amplifiers seperately. So if one worked to buy 
Akai cassettee deck, he had to buy Akai speakers along 
3. 
with it. This is followed by other miscellaneous bands like 
HMV, Ahuja, etc, having 8,7% of the total caitiple size, HMV 
has lost favour from the music lovers because of their 
lack in active promotional cooipaigns. Cosmic speaker 
systems cone with a negligible share of 4,3%^ but it seems 
they also follow same dealers philosojdiy, because all 
Akal amplifiers are coupled with Akai speaker systems only, 
Thels could be due to the fact that Akai speaker systems 
are not on a better perf onuance level than thedLr counter-
parts, 
2« Distribution of reaipondenty according to ti^ eir 
iBMCgKOBKigBgpgeferenoe of factors responsible for 
<;heir purchase decision of cassette decks/ampjlif iers. 
Factors which could influence 
purchase Ciecisidm 
Response of the respondents 
according to preference 
(importance assigned by using 
mean weights) • 
Price 
Frequency response 
Output povrer 
Distortion 
Design/style 
Brand name 
After sales service 
Speakers 
6,00 
6.22 
6,56 
3,83 
4,56 
4.65 
4.26 
5.04 
Thm data obtained as to t^ e pre£ecence of the 
respondentf, of factors r»sp<wislble for their purchase 
behaviour is shovm above• There is a clear indication that 
the respondents consider the output power as the prime 
factor responslttl* for their pxirchase behaviour• Tltey 
assign more isportance to the output power of a Hi«.pi 
equipment than any other factor# This is due to the fact 
that a respondent would first thinlc of the stereo system 
to be purchase in respect of the size of the rocxn in 
which He wants it to be installed. So, if he has a 
very big room, then he would go in for a cassettee deck/ 
amplifier of say, 50 watts per channel or so likewise, 
a leaser wattage for a smaller room* 
next, is iiai^ rtance the respondent places, is 
the frequency response of the system ^ i^cdi he wotxld like 
to acquire. This is but natural that everyone woiild 
like a system with a good frequency response but then 
tlie fact remains that he places more priority on 
this factor than other factors. The mean wei^t assigned 
to this factor is 6.22, Superisingly, ranked third in 
priority was the price of the stereo systen^ with a 
mean weight of 6,00 being assigned to it, THis is assigned 
due to the fact that majority of the respondents belonging 
to the upper income bracket, thus finances nob being a 
prdblem for them, And also, because, this is such a consumer 
i 
durable t h a t a respondent f e e l s b e t t e r buying a 
high pr iced Jbem* because of the stigma c€ high-pr ice 
being at tached t o h i ^ g[uality» 
The speaker system t h a t goes with the aiaplif ier 
i s considered next« with a mean w e i ^ t of S«04 being 
a t t ad ied t o i t« If the speaker system i s not of good 
performance* then even the bes t a i t^ l i f i e r would not 
get a good audio repponse from t h a t system. Itie brand 
nanie of the system i s considered t o be of next importance 
in influencing the purchase decisi<xi of the constimer* 
^e would think of buying j u s t a B i i l i p s system or a 
Sonodyne system. The des ign / s ty le of the a r ^ l i f i e r o r 
cas se t t e deck i s considered by those In te res ted in looks 
only, but i t i s placed only of next inporatance by those 
who are r e a l l y i n t e r e s t d in good qua l i ty system, Wie 
mean weight assigned i s t h i s fac tor i s 4«56* The a f t e r 
sa les service i s considered of secondary in^jortance in 
influencing a purchase decisioB* and most of the respond#its 
do not even consider i t » Distorti<m and guarantee period 
do not rank any where in inflxiencing a purchase decision 
with 3«87 and 3*83 mean i f ie i^ ts being assigned t o them 
respoectively* So i t i s evident frcan the data t h a t 
manufacturers of Hi-Fi equipment can sure ly de la te gurantee 
o ( j 
period and d i s t o r t i o n fac to r s from being highXightad 
in t h e i r adver t i s ing canpalgna as i t bears l i t t l e 
influence on tne purchase decision of the constimsr* 
l eve l of s a t i s f ac t ion with the Aarollf l e r oy 
Gassettee deck t h a t thev own. 
Tota l ly 
Sa t i s f -
ied 
Moderately i^either ^toderate Total ly 
Sa t i s f i ed Sa t i s f - J i a a a t i - Dissa t i s f ied 
led nor ed 
Dissat~ 
i s f i ed 
a) Price 
b) Guarantee 
Period 
c) Frequency 
Response 
d) Dis tor t ion 
e) Design/Style • 
f) Af ter -sa les 
service 
g) Performance 
8f speaker 
systems 
Foreign tnake 
Ph i l ips 
Akai 
Si) 
The level of satisfaction of the respoSKlents who 
own Foreign make. Philips and Akai anplif ierftA!«8s«ttee 
deck systems is shown above* It is clearly evident from the curve 
that the respondents who o%m foreign arnplifier/cassfitte 
deck systenus are quite satisfied with the price and design 
of their systeiMi, But those who are more inclined towards 
the neutral opinion* are in respect of gurantee period and 
after-sales service* But still the fact is there that acm 
they are moderately satisfied with respect to thes« factors. 
They are also moderately satisfied with respect to frecjuency 
response and distortion factors# and also the perforrrance 
to their speaker systems* 
The raspond-ents who owned Philips systems, were 
quite satisfied with the frequency response of their systems 
and were moderately satisfied with the gurantee period, 
design and the performance of their speakers* But the factor 
which took some time to form on opinion on was the price* 
They v^ ere hesitant as to their satisfaction towards the price 
that they had to pay and so it can be said that Philips 
manufacturers would do good to consider coming out with 
cdieaper models* The respondents were neutral about distortion 
and after-sales service of their stereo systems* So there 
again are two factors vittixAi the Philips manufacturers 
can concentrate their attention ©»• 
AHai system owners were overall quite satisfied with 
their systems, the only alight deviation being with respect 
to distortion in their systems. But even then Akai systems 
do not hold such a good market share* This only could mean 
that Akai manuf actu«rrs should step up their advertising 
ccMipalgn to a more aggressive level* 
Totally *'bderately Either %derately Totally 
Satis* Satisfied Satlsfl** Dissatis- Dissatis-
fied ed nor fied f ied 
. Dissati-
sfied 
a) Price 
b) Ourantee period 
c) Frequency 
Respcmse 
d) Distortion 
a) Design/style 
f) After-sales 
service 
g) P^erformance 
of speaker 
system 
Cosmic 
Sonodyne 
'Miscellaneous 
4. 
The lovel of satisfaction of the respondents who 
owned cosmic* sonodyne and other miscellaneous audio 
systems is shown on the li following page. The constimem 
who own cosmic anplifies* systems are moderately satisfied 
with respect to frequency response, distortion and design 
of their systems* They also are totally satisfied with 
respect to the price of their systems* They only seem to 
hold a neutral {ipinion about the gurantee period and after-
sales« but this wo lid be turned into their advantage if the 
manufacturers or dealers conoentrate on this aspect. 
The sonodyne eystem owners are totally satisfied with 
respect to the performance of the speakers and also the 
distortion of their systems. They are also quite satMied 
with respect to the other factors. This seems to be 
the only brand,where the consumers seem to be satisfied 
with all the factors. It only remains t:hat the sonodyne 
manufacturers maintain this standard and go about to 
increase their market ftharti by technological leadership 
and an aggressive marketing apprwKdi. 
Other miscellaneous brands like Ahuja, HM\r« vieston, 
etc. are quite satisfactory in the eye of the cc»isuiiaers» 
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btit they seem to be totally diseatif led with reapect of 
distortion* This is usually present in the case of Weston 
and A|)uja systems* So an improvement in ttiis dixection 
has to be catered to by these manufacturers# as this leads 
to being a defect in the product itself. 
*• Distribution of respondents according to their 
re^purchase decision or reeonroendation to their 
friends/relatives on amplifier/cassettee deck systems. 
Brand name % of respondents 
Foreign make 47.8H 
Philips 8.7% 
Akai 13.1?; 
Cosmic 8.7% 
Sonodyne 17.4% 
Any other 4.3% 
4o 
According to the tabulated data shown ahove, 
ther« is# as usual, a favourable word of month of for the 
foreign make audio systems. 4 7 . ^ of the sample size 
were favourably atuned towards foreign make anplifie* 
systems and also had a favourable word-^tf-mouth towards there, 
if to advise their friends or relatives. Anwng the Indian 
audio systems, Sonodyne systems are rated higher than 
other systems, with 17.4% of the respondents of the total 
sample, being favourably inclined towards them. This 
is due to h i ^ satisfaction rating that they obtained 
from the systems of the same brand that they already 
possessed. Also sonodyne systems have relatively clieaper 
moc3els, and also offer a wide variety of choice Akai systems 
follow with 13.1% of tlie respondents of the opinion of 
purchasing the same,if re-purchase is comteraplated; and 
also having a good word to say about it to their freinda/ 
relatives. Philips audio systems, it seems, axe not so 
favo red with, because only 8.7% of respondtents would 
like to go in for re-purchase of the same this is seen, 
as explained before, because of the relatively higflier 
priced systems that they come out with. Cosmic systems 
400 share the same popularity as the Hiilips systems do. 
4.3% of the respondents favoxor buying HMV or weston etc. 
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i f eonteraplatlng xe-ptirchass^ but the ix mintter i s negl igible* 
This i s because these n«inuf ac ture rs are s tagnat ing in t h e i r 
promotional compaigns. 
5 , Dis t r ibu t ion of respondentia accxtrdino t o t h e i r 
re^purchase decision or recororoendation t o t h e i r 
f r e i n d s / r e l a t i v e s on speaker systenis. 
Brand name % of respondents 
Foreign make 30.i^ 
Philips 21,7Ji 
Akai 13,1% 
Cosmic 13,1% 
Sonodyne 21,75& 
Ml sec1laneous -
The data obtained has been tabulated above, and 
though in the case of amplifier systen«s« the preference 
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was towards sonodjfne systems; but then here they seems 
to be not too diverse opinions about the choice of 
speaker systems. Distinct preference is again seen 
for the fozieign speaker systesns with 30«4% of the respondents 
being in favour of re-purchase of tiie same, mostly 
*^ enwood and Sony speaker systems. Phillips and sonodyne 
speaker systems each have 21.7% of the respondents being 
in favour with them. So it is clear that Philips speaker 
systems are bettter than their amplifier systems and 
thus they seem to have gained preference* Sonodyne speaker 
systems have been preferred maybe due to tlie high level 
of satisfaction obtained from the speaJcer systems that the 
respondents already possess* Akai and cosmic speaker 
systems are preferred next, with 13*1% of the respondents 
each conten^lating re-purcdiase of the same and having a 
good word to say about it* This clearly shows a favourable 
trend for sonodyne and expecially J^ hilips speaker systems, 
if they It could market these same systems more aggressiUfely* 
And it would be even better if the Philips speaker system 
could be sold separately from the amplifier systena as 
this could increase their market share* 
4o 
B« TUmBPABUBS/ RECORD PIAYER3 J 
6» Distribution of respondenta according to the 
Turntable/Record pXjayer that they have. 
Brand name % of respondents 
Foreign make 
Philips 
Cosmic 
Sonodyne 
HMV 
Miscellaneous 
29.3 % 
36«6 % 
2.4 % 
4,9 % 
24.4 % 
2.4 % 
•Ehe data obtained from the san^ l^e surveyed has 
been tabulated above, tt is evident fr«»n the table that, 
as seen before, foreign make turntables/record players 
are in vogue. But tlien Philips record players dominate 
the market. 36.696 of the respondents who answered the 
questionnaire possess some model <^ Philips, with the 
Philips Hl-Q International model dcwilnating the market, 
^ther models of philips were less seen in the households. 
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But a point to be considered In this case. Is that# all 
the respondents who had in possession a Philips turntable 
had purchased the same a mininuin o£ 2 years back. No 
latest purchases wer« made o£ Philips turntables» This would 
be due to the fact that lately the Philips manufacturers 
are coming act with models ^ vhlch are jrclatively costlier 
conpared to other ccwnpetitive brands* 
The foreign make turntables/record players have 
captured 29.3% of the total sample size* Among these 
Grundig, and Gerrard systems need mention* as they were 
the only ones seen airound in the household, wiio possessed 
a turntable/record player* So ,it seems, grundig and Gerrard 
are pioneers in manufacturing turntables and record players* 
But then, as is the case with the iRhiilips systeins, these 
systems too had been piuxihased same 3 years back* Wow, if 
you look at the models manufactured by Sony, Sansul, Pulz 
etc* I it beats tliem with hi^^er technology and better 
performance, and also with hi^er prices* HHV manufacturers 
need special mention among the Indian manufacturers, because 
their turntables are in possession by 24,4% of the 
irespondents • Even in this HMV 1010 is mostly prevailent 
and dc^ ninant* Sven in iry view, this is the best model 
HMV has come out with Sonodyne systems have a very small 
share in the sanple size, with 4*994 o£ the respondents 
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possessing it* This is because sonodyne does not concentzvte 
its marketing efforts on this product line, A meagre 
2.4% of the respondents each have either Akai/Cosmic 
systems or have other miscellai^ous brands. 
A part t« be considered here is that nowadays 
recorxi players are not in vogue because they are cuntoersoms, 
and also the records are costlier as compared to the 
cassette's which are also compact and e»&8y to handle. So 
a majority of the purchases were made three years back 
from now or further in the past. So if this product line 
needs boosting, then models with better technology and 
performance have to be created^ so that this system 
becomes as easy to handle as the cassette machines* 
7* OiBtributlon of reapoiKJents according to the 
factors which oould Influence their purchage 
decision for tumtableg/record players» 
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Factors whidi •ould 
influence purchase 
decision* 
Response of respondents 
according to their priority 
of the factors (in5)ortance 
assigfned by using mean weights) 
Price 
Design/style 
CSurantee period 
Automatic changer 
Smooth operations 
Cartridge/Stylus 
4.18 
3,42 
3,24 
3.86 
4.12 
2,65 
It is clearly evident from the tabulated data 
shown above» that the conaumers do get influenced by 
certain factors before their purchase of a record player 
system. Though, the tabulated data shows that there is not 
much deviation between the first five factors with respect 
J 
to th« Importance that the respondents give it in their 
pre-pttrchase attitude. The primary priority is given to 
tlie price factor with a mean vreight of 4.18 assigned to 
it. ISiat means to say that the respondetns consider price 
the foremost factor to be considered before purchasing an 
taimtable/record player. Tinns the roanufactuwrrs •, of zecord 
player systems should review their pricing pftlicy and make 
it more ei'fective. The next in^ jortance is given to the 
smooth operations of the system, with a mean ^ -reic^ t of 
4,12 assigned to it. Every consTimer woiild like to obtain 
a audio system thpt operates smoothly. But to would like 
it to be cheapier first is more inportant. 
According to the respondent, he would like the 
record player to have an automatic chan^r, and he places 
third priority on this factor, to be consideared before 
purchase of the same. So the record x^ layer companies 
should come up with models and designs which incoxporate 
an automatic changer. The design and style of the turntable/ 
record player is considered to next on the list of 
considerations wViich he considers before conten^jlating a 
purchase. The mean weight assigned to this factor was 
3«42. The gurantee period of the system is considered 
next with a mean weight of 3.24 assigned to it. Superisingly 
the cartridge or stylus of the record players is deemed 
to be o£ least in^ortance In the eyes of the customer, 
though it is one of the in5>oirtant aspects of the record 
players 
From tnis analysis it is evident that the proraitonal 
canpaign of different audio system manufactuMnns should 
hic^ li^ frit price effectiveness* smooth operations and 
should also incorporate an automatic changer in their 
systems* The lack of importance given to the stylus of 
the record player is due to the ignorance of the consumers 
of its iroportance, But according to oar present analysis 
this factor need not be highlighted in their prcMootional 
campaigns* 
d« Dis t r ibu t ion of reapondcntg according t o t h e i r 
l e v e l of s a t i s f a c t i o n with the t u r a t a b l a / r c c o r a 
p^ayey ^y^t^^ tha^. t^ <yy o ^ . 
Tota l ly *'bderately Neither 
S a t i s - Sa t i s f i ed Sa t i s f -
f led led nor 
Dissatisf-
ied 
Moderately Totally 
Dissatls* Dissatis-
fied fled 
a) Price 
b) ^urantee 
er iod 
c) Design/ 
s ty l e 
d) Automatic • 
changer 
e) Smooth . 
operations 
f) Car t r idge / • 
Stylus 
Foreign make 
Phi l ips 
Cosmic 
cro 
ITie level of satisfaction with respect to three brands 
of record player systenns manufacturers are shown above* h: 
is seen frcHa the figure that consumers owning foreign turntable/ 
record player systems are g[uite satisfied with the price of 
their systems. It means to say that they feel they are getting 
the worth that they paid for. And also they are moderately 
satisfied with the design or style of their systems and also 
the gurantee period. So no change is warranted on part of the 
manufacturers with respect to these factors. And they 
are completely satisf icKl or nearly at least with respect to 
the autCHnatic chanrer and the operative functions of their 
systens. This is because of a better finish and tedhnology in 
the foreign record player systems. But they seem to neutral 
with regard to the stylus of their systems. This could mean 
a defective stylus^ or it could mean that because of no 
replacen^ntSf the customers are dissatisfied. Anyway, Grundig 
and Gerrard conqpanies can re-evaluate their cartridge system 
of the record player they manufacture. 
The respondents who own Philips turntables are on the 
whole moderately satisfied with their systene, Tliey seen 
to be quite satisfied with the price and design/style of their 
systems but are moderately satisfied with the automatic 
changer of their systems. Some respondents were of the view 
5] 
that the gurantee period and the oper»tiv« functions of 
their Philips syst^ ras were not upto the raaric. So this aspect 
would have to be reviewed by the Philips dealers and manufacturers 
Also attention has to t^ drawn no the fact that the consumers 
are not satisfied with the cartridge/stylus of their systems. 
So the manufactuflwrrs can review this technical part of their 
systems also. 
It seems that the cosmic turntables are very satisfactory 
with the price and design of their systems* ^ e respondents 
seem to be quite satisfied in this aispect. And also they are 
nK>derately satisfied with the stylus of their systems also. 
So no change is warranted in these aspects. But the gurantee 
period and the aut^natic changer of these systen^ need to be 
considered as the respondents are not so satisfied with these 
aspects. But nave coraplainta are received from cosmic system 
omiers that their system does not have smooth operations as 
considered with othor brands. This aspect has to be hi^lighted 
because it is an important pre-purchase criteria of the consxamBr 
and if this factor is itself defective than sales would not 
inprove. So this aspect has to be critically reviewed by the 
cosmic system^ nanufacturewt. 
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Totally ^"baeirately Neither Moderately Totally 
Satisf- Satisfied Sat is f ie- Dissatia- l^issafii-
ied dr nor fled £ied 
Dissat-
isfied 
a) Price 
b) Ourantee 
period 
c) Design/ 
Styly 
d) Automatic 
chan^r 
0 Smooth 
Operations 
£> Cartridge/ * 
stylus 
Sonodyne 
HMV 
Miscellaneous 
The level of satisfaction that the respondents obtained 
frcKB the different brands with respect to certain factors is 
Oo 
shown abovtt« From the figure it i» eirident that sonodyae 
does not manufacture good turntables. Thm respondents 
are moderately satisfied with the cartridge/stylus of 
their systems and with the operative ftmctions of their 
systems. But they are just about moderately satisfied wil^ 
the automatic changer^ but still iBq;>rov»n6nt can be done 
in this aspect* Even the pirice is felt to be not a decisive 
factor in favour of sonodyne system* Ttuty seem to be more 
or less dissatisfied with the gurantee period and the 
design of their systosEis* So if sonodyne manufacturers 
want to get approval for their systems* they have to improve 
their models, their design and also revise their pricing 
strategy* 
The resporidents who owned HKV turntables are 
moderately satisfied with their systems on the whole* 
Price does not seem to be matter of concern for the 
HM^ dealers because the respondents are pretty satisfied 
with the design of their systons and also the operations 
of the system itself* But they seem to be moderately 
dissatisfied with the gurantee period and the styles of 
their syst«is. And they are also totally dissatisfied 
with the automatic changeric of their systems* So these 
three aspects have to be looked into if the cc»npany 
f e e l s that i t s maxketlng strategfy should be con^lete 
with x^ost purchase s a t i s f a c t i o n . 
For the o ther miscel laneous brand l i k e £ngee« Weston 
Ahuja e t c . the l e v e l o f s a t i s f a c t i o n in p r e t t y sa t i s fac tory* 
Price# gurantee period and design of t h e i r systems does not 
seems to be a problem* e s p e c i a l l y for Engee* manufacturers; 
and a l s o the s t y l u s of t h e i r systems. But the automatic 
changer re^^uires reviewing i s these brands as Idle l e v e l 
o f s a t i s f a c t i o n i s more i n c l i n e d towards d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n . 
9» Dis tr ibut ion o f resT3ondents according to t h e i r 
re^pgrchase dec i s ion or recommanidation t o t h e i r 
freinds o r r e l a t i v e s on turntable /record player 
aystfffg* 
Brand name % of respondents 
Foreign make 43 .2 % 
P h i l i p s 26.8 % 
Cosmic 2.7 % 
Sonodyne 18.9 % 
HMV 3 . 1 % 
Miscellaneous 5*3 % 
Ob 
According to the taJsolated data shown aboi'et 
I t i s c lear that the foreign record player systems l ike 
sony» Gerrardf Grundig etc* are favoured more i f re«>purchase 
i s oonteiRplated 43.2?^ of the respondents are of the 
opinion that they vrould buy i^reign mede turntable systoos 
i f they )3uy another system besides the one wMch they 
already have; or would at l eas t have a good word to say 
aix)ut i t vjhen advising their freinds or re la t ives , Ihis 
i s because of the better f inish that Sony« Sanyo* Cerrard, 
etc* have and also because o£ their better performance 
level* Anong the Indian manufacturers* Philips systems are 
recomrooaded by 26*8% of the respondents* Philips has 
beoa ooiaing with new models with better manual direct drive 
systems and thus they are being thought to be a better 
buy, and also the brand name of phil ips carrys a l o t of 
weight* 
The respondttnts are of the opinion that i f they 
go in for re-purchase than they would purchase sonodyne 
systems* with 18*9% of the respondents being in favour 
of the same* But then HMV systems are not recommended dLn 
spi te of their perfoacmance l eve l of sat is fact ioni being 
recoflomended by 3*1% of the respondents only* This i s 
because HMY has been stagnating in the mazlcet and i s not 
5D 
having any rigorous raaxketing s t r a t e g y o r pep s a l e s 
advertisements* Conic systems are preferred by a very 
neagre 2*7% of the respondonts* many of them of the 
view that cosmic systems do not have smooth operat ive 
fvtnctions on t h e i r systems 5*3% of the respcmdents were 
i n favour o f miscel laneous brands l i k e Ahuja, Engee and 
Weston, So, according to the data avai lable* i t shows 
a favourable t r « i d fork the foreign made* i ^ l i p s and 
Sonodyne record player systems; o r a t l e a s t they have a 
good wor&-of->aouth in t h e i r favour* 
C) CONSUMER PROFILE t 
10» Dis tr ibut ion of respondents according to t h e i r 
Income % o f respondmits 
Rs 1500 - R3 2#000 
Rs 2000 - its 2«500 
Rs 2500 - Rs 3,000 
Rs 3000 -and above 
19, 
23, 
11, 
46. 
a 
.1 
,5 
% 
% 
.2 % 
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The data obtained, fzoin the sample surveyed has 
betf} tabulated above tor reaston of analyals. I t i s 
c lear fzom the tabulated data shown above that najority 
of tVie respondents l i e in the Income bracket R8*3000 and 
above as their monthly inoome# with 46*2% of the respondents 
lying in th i s bracket* Aiiother* 23*1% of the z^spondents 
l i e in the income group Rs*2000 «• R8.2500 and 19«2% 
of the ccmsumers l i e in the Ks* 1500 • Hs, 2000 monthly 
income bracket* The rest lXmS% of respondents are in the 
Rs. 2500-Hs*3000 monthly income bracket* 
T1T4S# i t becomes cleai. tiiat majority of the consumers 
are in the higher inc<Mue bracket and thus price should be 
not be too gre^t *' fcctor for them* But according to the 
pre-purchsse attitude* price i s an important criteiria to 
be looked into . But one thing retaains clear# that the 
advert! entente can be targeted on th i s segpnont of the 
population and also dealers can be located in posfet markets 
so as to attract th i s segment of the population* 
B 
i^* Pistritaution of TOgpondanf accorditoo to thair 
Occupation % of respondoats 
Govemraont 26«9 % 
servlco 
Business 57*7 % 
Professional and 15,4 % 
othem 
Xt i s evidttQt fcon the data shown above that 
the major consumer for Hi^Fi eqaipmoit are respond^ats 
who are fron the business c l a s s , litiey constitute a big 
chunk of the sample^ with 57• 7% of the respondents being 
of the business clasSf %^ho already had a Hi-Il equipment 
or system with them 26*9% of the respondents belong to 
the service class* especial ly govexnatent service* 15*4% 
of the respondents belong to the professional cadre and 
other related occupations* This infomatioa can be used 
in advezrtising campaigns with the target group being the 
B. 
businessmen^ Hie advertissiB^Eit can £oeu8 attention oa a 
businesaaan coning back fjxm woi^ and switching on h i s 
Hi-Fi system and being relaxed after that^ etc* 
number of persons i ^ t l i s t e n to the saisic 
Ntunber of persons 
One or two 
Hore than three (nearly a l l ) 
% of respondents 
12.4 % 
62,8 % 
All in the family 24.8 % 
According to the tabulated data shown above* i t 
i s c learly evid«at that nearly a l l persons in the household 
l i s t e n to nusic from the Hi*Fi systen* 62*8% of the 
respondents opened that nearly a l l the members in the 
household use the Hi-Fi system* 24*8% of the respondents 
were of the opinion that a l l the peraona in the family 
l i s t^a to nusic on their systems* So i t i s in frequent use* 
6 t j 
Bat the respondents who said that only tmm or thro of 
the f^aaily used the auslc system were only 12«49i of the 
sample aiunreyed* So th is in£oxmation can also be used 
when planning the ir promotional corapaign or their majdceting 
strategy* Any slogans or hoardings shotild be mainly 
directed at the whole family l i k e " l^e ideal one for 
the household" e t c . Since i t provides the whole family witii 
l i s tening x>leasure« th i s aspect should be h i ^ l i g h t e d 
in their advertisements* 
6 . 
LIHITATIONS^OF^THE^ STUDY 
The limitations of the study are listed below, and 
saine are usually found in any sampling survey of market 
resea rch , 
1, The sample size was relatively sroall^  thus the genera-
lisations may not be accurate, 
2, The disadvantages of the irultiple-choice questions are 
present in this case, as, 
a^  The development of a second set of multiple dtioice 
questions requires considerable effort generally 
including the preliminary use of open-ended questions, 
b) If all possible alternatives are not listed, no 
information can be gathered of the omitted alternatives, 
c) Even if an "Any other" column is included, there 
is a tendency of the respondents to choose from 
among those generally listed, 
3, Tlie generalisations are restricted to the city of 
liucknow where the survey was conducted, 
4, ^%ny people did not own hi-fi systems, so it did 
becone difficult to complete the sample size already 
decided upon. 
Go 
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" Once I n«ke a decision, I do not 
allow tine Sacts •to confuse ita, * 
- Confucious 
8u 
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The lafer€«ice8 drawn frcxa the analysis In th« pxevieus 
chapter are given below t 
1» in the present t^are of tiiie «aqE>Xlflec9lcassett« machine 
systems naxketf Philips and Sonodyne cwRpanies diminate 
with the ir systemSf among the Indian manufacturers and 
Sony# Sanyo National Panasonic among the foreign 
manufacturers* 
2. in the speaker systems market i t i s the foreign made 
spealcer systems that dominate but are c lose ly followed 
by Philips and scmod^e systems* 
3* Before purchasing an casset te machine/as^lifier system* 
tile constamer mainly ccmsiders price* frequoQcy response 
and output power of the system# giving more wctightage 
to output power of the system* 
4* Consumers are pretty sa t i s f i ed with the systems -^ey 
own expept for after sa les service in case of forei^a 
systems* and also moderately sa t i s f i ed with the gurantee 
period* 
5* People were not so sa t i s f i ed with the price of the 
Ri i l ips amplifier systems* 
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§• l!h« oonsumers who o%m oosnie amplifier systcns w«r« 
to ta l ly sa t i s f iod with the price bat not quite so 
sa t i s f i ed with the after sa les service* 
7* Consumers who own sonodyne systems are t o t a l l y sat is f ied 
with the performance of their speaker systems. 
8* Ihe target group ustially recoionend sonodyne amplifier 
systems, as oompaised to Philips systerasf even though 
more respondents were seen to have phi l ips systems 
than sonodyne systems* 
9* When « asked to reconmend a speaker system. Philips and 
sonod^e brands ranked equal in their worcUof«raouth 
channel, 
10* la the present share of Jirecord player or turntable 
systems majority was with Philips and followed by 
foreign made system like Gerrard and Grundig* Anodyne 
was third in the maiScet share basis* 
11* All purchases made of turntables was made 3 to 5 years 
back and none in the rec^at past* Thus a dwindling 
market exists, in the case of record player systems* 
12* ComparatAtely ail purchases made of HMV systems were 
further away in the past, and all Philips purchases were 
more recent* This is because HtW has stopped an aggressive 
mazketing approach* 
bo 
13, Before porchasing a j^oord player system the consumer 
considers price and anoeth operations as important factors* 
The stylus/cartridge of the system is considered least of 
all, 
14, Foreign made turntable systems have a problem in the replace* 
ment of their stylus or cartridge. 
15* Consumers who own Philips systems are not satisfied with 
the stylus of their system* and are also not so satisfied 
about the functiondLng of the system. A poljit to be considered 
heve is that all these IPhilips models were the before models 
and not the latest ones* 
16* Compliants from cosmic system owners is that the automatic 
changer in their systems is not upto the mark* 
!?• The respondents feel that sonodyne systems are priced 
heavily. 
18. All HMV system owners had purchased the same quite some 
years back and thus were quite satisfied with smae aspects 
but were totally dissappointed wit2i the autCMoatic changer. 
It should also be noted that quite some respondents had 
received these systems as gifts in their marriage* etc. 
so the systems were pretty outdated and was quite 
a few years baOk. 
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19• ^^ng the Indian brands. Philips systoras wer« supposed 
to have a better Impreaslon and ranked before sonodyne 
systons in the vordwo£«flK>uth channel* 
20* Majority of the consomers were in the income group of 
R8* 3000 and above as the ir iiiMithly incone* 
21* Most of the respondents were having businesses of their 
own* 
22* Nearly a l l the members in the family l i s tened to music 
on their Hi.Fi syst«as« young and old alike* 
/•J 
SUOOBSTiaWS 
It meesMt on the oontrary tbat all Rl«»n systoB 
manufacturers had better asphasis the output power* 
frequency response and price o£ their systems in their 
advertisements* as there are Important factorti which a 
consumer omslders before contemplating a purchase* This 
factor has to be used to their advantage* 
Philips manufacturers would have to consider 
coming out with cheaper models as the respondwats feel 
thet their tacdels are relatively costly. After sales need 
to be chajiged but if possible and profitable* improvements 
should be considered, 
Akai systems ajre sta^ating in the market* they 
would have to use better technology and use an aggressive 
sales force to in^rove their market position, 
Sonodyne manufacturers should capitalise on the 
issue that these are the only systems where the consvaaers 
are nearly totally satisfied with their systems. An even 
more market penetration strategy could be useful here to 
dewilnate their near corqpetitor which is philips. 
Philips dealers should review their view that 
their speaker systems %«ould not be sold seperately fxom 
7^ 
th«ir amplifier aystemi* as there i s a very favourable 
trend for the ir speaker systeieis* 
In case of tamta]»le« HM7 has to re-evaluate i t s 
marketing pol icy and think of some new innoration l ike 
laser beam technology or direct drive systems etc* to come 
afresh in the market or e l s e they w i l l stagnate* A point 
to be considered in th i s ca8e# i s that Philips dealers 
should press into force their sa les representatives to 
capture market share# as they are the early innovators 
in this f ield* 
A consumer before purchasing a record player system 
considers mainly the price and the functioning of the 
system* So the«© factors should be highlighted in the 
advertisement of the manufacturers* Also to be considered* 
i s GU£ that tMs industry faces a ^f^indling maxketf so 
massive price cuts would have to be considered i f this 
industry wants to recover* also bcicause price i s an iaqportant 
factor in the eyes of the consimer* 
Some Indian coTtpanies can go about to manufacturer 
good quality stylus and certridge^as this seems to be a 
continous complaint from the consumers*<:>cHae i s the problem 
in the Philips systems* Sonodyne would have to review i t s 
7;: 
i t s pricing strategy in terms of the dissat is fact ion of the 
consuners with respect to the saane* They can have discoants* 
and also come oi^t with cheaper aodels to sa t i s fy th i s 
aspect of the consuners sa t i s fact ion , HK^  has got to c r i t i c a l l y 
review i t s marketing strategy as i t lacks drive and aggression. 
All advertiseinants can target their slogans towards 
the h i ^ e r income c las s of the population, and especial ly 
towards the businesnnan* Also a 8meak«>invvlew should i s 
given that a l l members of the fanily enjoy l l s t e i n g Jdot to 
the audio system. A phot in the dazk wo\ild be an ideal 
businessmen a coming home, in a car preferaJaly axio on oatering 
his house he switches on music on his h i . f i system and 
vastes in i t s l istcsiing pleasure, while the res t of the 
family are also secretely oijoying i t too slogans can be 
put up as " the ideal one for the white house hold", 
which might catch at-cention» This i s inferred because of the 
data obtained on to the personal profi le of the major 
consumers and the ntunber of people who l i s t en to the 
h i - f i system* 
This i s wh<t can be said looking a t the roaxjcet, 
but each coinpi?ny ^*ould require dynemlc evaluation tasks of 
i t s marketing etioRaBiis force to maintein or increase their mazket 
share in the s t i f f competition that th i s industry faces. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
A ineasurB of th© ratio between two power levels* Doubling 
or halving the power corresponds to a 3 db change and 10 db 
corresponds roughly to the audible effect of doubling or halving 
the loudness of a signal although it represents a power ratio 
of 10»1. 
RUMffiLE s 
The audible effect of low frequency vibration transmitted 
from the motor oi: other moving parts to the record or tone-arm 
RuM>le is measured in db below a specified signal level* Ttie 
farther below i.e. the larger the nuirber the less audible the 
runble* An acceptable figure is 60 db* Anything below this-70 
db etc, is better* 
WOW & FLUTTER » 
Wow in the audible effect a low frequency flutter, 
occuring at rate of 0*5 to 10 Hz* Flutter is the audible effect 
of short term recoxrd speed fluctuations* occtirring at a low 
audio or an Infrasonic rate (0.5 to 200 Has)* It is described 
as a percentage of rated speedi the smaller this percentage, 
the less audible the flutter* The percentage is generally 
cORiQined with wow* An acc«ptabX« figure is 0»1% WRM3. Anything 
lesa^ 0«0S% ect« Is better* 
AOTI»SKATINO t 
A system £or neutralising the lateral skating force deve-
loped ith a tone arm having an offset cartridge angle, "Ss 
reduces wear and tear of the stylus as well as the record, 
FREOUEHCY RSSPONSS t 
Always spefiified as a range« such as 50 Hs to 15000 HEI 
but in order to be msaningful It oust be further defined in terms 
of decibel variation from absolute flatness over a specified 
frequency range, e.g, 4- 3 db from 50 Hs to 15000 HB» which is an 
acceptable range* An indication of a so\ind system's ability to 
reproduce ail audible frequencies supplied to it« maintaining 
the original balance among the low« middle and high frequencies* 
The bigger the range the better it is* 
^ e ratio in db between the maxixnm recordad level and 
the playback noises from a tape recorded with no signal input* 
Expressed in decibles* With Dolby c^ f« an acceptable figure Is 
50 db or more* 
7;J 
TOgAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD)t 
Distortion Is an imderslred change In th« %(av« £oxnn of 
a signal, with a slggle frequency signal, dlatortloa appears 
as harmonics of the Input f zrequency. Ihe RMS svua of all harmonic 
distortion conponents* plus hum and noise« Is known as total 
harmodilc distortion* For normal tape^ an acceptable figure Is 
1,0?4 Odb. 1 KHZ, 
BIAS J 
A high frequency current which Is coisblned with the 
signal being jrecorded, ecessary for low distortion and noise. 
It raust be adjusted to the properties of the tape used, 
EQUALISATION I 
Different equalIsatlem characteristics are used In the 
recording and playback ae^llf lers of a tape madtilne to condensate 
for the magniktlc characteristics of the tape and the heads«i 
Playback equalisation Is standardised to give flat frequency 
response with any well recorded tape* v^lle recording equallsatlcm 
Is a property of a particular machine* depending on its head 
design and the tape for «^ich It was meant* z. 
IMPEDANCE t 
A p speaker s resistance to the flow of alternating current 
which varies with frequency, A speaker's rated Inqpedance Is usually 
7C 
the value measured at 400 Ks« 
DRIVER t 
Any individual speaker unit within a speaker system* 
WOOFER t 
A low frequency driver. 
yWEETER t 
A h i ^ frequency driver. 
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Dear Respondent, 
Please coiild you ansver the following qtuestiona as 
they are meant fo r the purpose of a stijdy c«i "Pre-ptircaiase 
A t t i t u ^ and Post-purchase s a t i s f a c t i o n to^mrds Hi-Fi 
Equipraent." The information given by you w i l l be used cmly 
for academic purposes and wi l l be kept s t r i c t l y confident ial* 
( R, A, ALI ) 
M«B*Aft 
A) CASSSTTE DECKSA^L IF lERS » 
Q« 1 liftiich cas se t t e deck/amplif ier do you havel 
Brand name o£ c a s e t t e d e c ^ a x ^ l i f i e r »——>.-
Brand name of speaker systems ——— 
Q* 2 ^ i c h fac to rs did you consider important before purchasing 
an amplif i e r / c a s e t t e deck* ( Rank in order of preference) • 
a) S'rice —--«-
b) Frequency responstd 
c) Output power -—-— 
d) Dis tor t ion —~——. 
00 
• I Design/Style »—••'«»• 
f) Brand nams -""•—— 
g) A£ter sales service 
h) Speaker systwn ••-"""«— 
i) Ourantee period - — — 
0# 3 '^^ow far are you satisfied with the following factors witii 
your an^lifier cassette deck system* 
Totally Moderately ^'either Moderately Totall 
satisf- satisfied sati»» Dlssatls^ Dissfr* 
ied fled fled tlsfle 
Nor 
Dissa-
tisfied 
a) 
b) 
C) 
d) 
•) 
f) 
g) 
Price 
Ourantee period 
Frequency 
Response 
Distortion 
Design /style 
After - sales 
service 
Performance of 
speaker system 
Q, 4 ^ you want to purcdiase another ainplif ier/casette deckf 
or advise your freind/relativei then which one would you 
purchase/reconraend* 
Brand name -"• •• • ! • » •• •• • »• • »« . . .» . .» » , ..•••, 
9x 
Q, 5 If you want to purchase another speaker system, or advise 
your f rein<Sl/relative, then whldi one woiild you purchase 
/recommend* 
Brax^ name 
B) Tusmhsms t 
Q, 6 Whlcii Tvirntable/record player do you have f 
Brand name »—.«.-.•.-»—.-—•»»» 
Q. 7 Whi<Sh factors did you consider iinportant before purchasing 
your Tumtabie/feecord player (Rank in order of preference)? 
a) Price —«.—«— 
b) Design/style — « ~ — 
c) Gurantee period 
d) Autraoatic changer 
e) Smooth operations •«"—-"——• 
f) Cartridge/Stylus 
Q* 8 How far are you sa t i s f i ed witdi the following factors 
with your Turntable 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmK^^ 
Totally Hoderately ^it3ier Moderately Totally 
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied oissatis Dlssatls-
nor Diss* fled fled 
atisfied 
a) Price • - - . - « . 
b) Ourantee period • » < - « * • » . 
e) Design/^tyle - - • - -
d) ^tOraatiC w m, m, m, m. 
Changer 
e) Smooth • <- «. • • 
<H>erations 
f) Cartridge/stylus • • - • • 
Q« 9 "SE you want to purchase another turntable/record 
player; or advise your friend or relative*, then ^ idi <Mae 
would you purdiase/recoroniend. 
Brand name «».—...^  ,„»•»—...—~ 
C) COmStJMSR PROFILE i 
Q, 10 What i s the fami ly ' s monthly incorae ? 
a) Rs. 1500 - Rs. 2000 
b) Rs* 2000 - Rs. 2500 
c) Rs« 2500 • Rs« 3000 
d) Rs* 3000 and above 
Q* 11 What is your occupation 1 
a) Government service 
b) Business 
c) PiDfeasicmal 
d) Any other (specify) 
Q* 12 How many persons in the h o u s ^ o l d l i s t e n t o the 
nnisic system? 
a) '^ ne or two 
b) Nearly all 
c) All of them 
